we can write
PERSONAL
NARRATIVES
using small moments

Created by Susan Jones

In this unit...
I created this unit because I needed some major
guidance & structure on how to teach writing personal
narratives so that it was accessible to my young
learners. The stories come out great in the end and the
parents love seeing how their child’s writing developed
throughout the whole process!
You will find teacher tips, lesson plans, anchor charts,
and graphic organizers for each of the following:

Introducing a small moment
Draw your story out
Stretch your story out
Adding more to your story
Revising/Editing your story
Publishing your story

After I meet with each student and help them decide on a good
small topic to write about, we go through each step:

• Circle map: brainstorm as many details as they
can about their small moment.

• Draw it out: draw a detailed picture of the 3
main events surrounding their small moment (the
small moment is usually the middle picture).

• Stretch it out: take each draw-it-out picture and
write about each picture. Students s t r e t c h out
each picture stating what happened in each one.

• Author Study: we use Jonathan London’s Froggy
books to help us add fun & excitement to our stories
to keep our reader’s entertained.

• Revise/Edit: Revise, edit and peer edit stories.
• Publish: publishing their stories!

Teacher tips:
To start writing our personal narratives,
I first teach my students what a small moment is. We begin with
that and then stretch it out.
A small moment is one small, isolated instance in your life.
For example a small moment would be petting a horse at the zoo…
not the whole trip to the zoo.
I have the students start off by creating their own small moment
maps to brainstorm different ideas. I walk around the class during
this time to check in with students and help them generate ideas. It
really helps me see which students can isolate a small moment on
their own.
Here are some examples for reference when filling out the Small
Moments Map:

Where can I find small moments?!
School:

Family:

Holiday:

Emotion:
Times I felt:

Meeting friends

Births of siblings

Getting a good/bad grade

Christmas, Halloween,
Thanksgiving, and other big
holidays

Family events and vacations

Field trips

Special days
(100th day, etc.)

Birthdays

Sad
Happy
Excited
Nervous

Teacher tips:
The daily lesson plans in this unit are just guidelines and examples of
what it would look like in my 1st grade classroom. There are some
days where the lesson needs to be stretched into the next day to
help students and allow for more guidance. Other days students will
get it quickly and you can begin the next steps!
I structured each lesson in the simple “I do, We do, You do” format
so you are able to use this however you see fit in your classroom!
I do:

• Includes teacher modeling and “think alouds”
with skill of the day

We
do:

• Students practice the skill with a partner or
with guidance from the teacher

You
do:

• Students independently put that skill to use in
their own writing

 While working on a unit, we keep all our work in folders until
we publish our books and move onto another unit.
 Our “stretch it out” pages are our sloppy copies and I do not
focus on neat handwriting, beautiful coloring, etc. during this
time. These pages allow us to just WRITE and erase and edit
and REWRITE.
 During the publishing phase, we take everything we did and
make it beautiful!

Teacher tips:
 Most of the time at the beginning of the unit is spent writing
and getting our ideas down on the paper.
 During the author study portion, I have students spend more
time listening to and observing the craft of Jonathan London
and learning a few different techniques to add to their own
papers.
 During that time, the time allotment will be switched for a
few days. I like to have my students spend most of the
writer’s workshop block actually writing, but instead they
may only add an ellipses to one part of their story.
 While it may not take much time, I want to make sure they
understand that technique and can apply it properly to their
writing!

IM DONE, NOW WHAT?!
Students will inevitably finish at all different times! That is just the way it
goes. When a student has finished publishing their book and others still have
a day or two left, they do one of two things in my classroom. They can 1.)
choose a writing prompt to complete that is generally housed in the writing
center. All my writing prompts are found HERE or 2.) They can go back and
choose another small moment to publish! They will look at the small moments
map and follow the steps to begin publishing another story! As long as they
are writing during my Writer’s Workshop block, I am a happy teacher 

Day 1:

What is a small
moment?

I do:

• Let students know they will be starting to write personal
narratives and define a personal narrative.
• Personal narrative: a true story about something that has
happened to you.
• I explain to my students that when I write a personal
narrative I really want to write about a small moment. You can
use the watermelon (big moment)/seed (small moment)
analogy if you’d like.
• I use an example of going to the zoo. If I wanted to write all
about the day I went to the zoo, my story would be really
long! Instead, I can write about a zoomed in portion of that
day… I can write about how I pet a horse at the zoo. I can
talk about how that made me feel, what the horse looked like,
and lots of other details!

We do:

• I display the small moments map under the projector and we
brainstorm a few ideas to go in each category.
• As each idea is brought up, we make sure that it is a “zoomed
in”, small moment and not a big watermelon moment.

You do:

• Students each get their own small moments map to complete
with their own, personal experiences.
• As students complete them, walk around and help students as
needed.

Day 2:

Pick Your
Moment & Brainstorm!

I do:

• Remind students that we are writing personal narratives and
show the “let’s write small moments” anchor chart.
• Go through the bullet points on the chart and explain that is
what we will be focusing on while we write our stories.
• I remind students that the small moment I chose to write
about is petting a horse at the zoo.
• I will show students how I complete the circle map writing
“pet horse” in the middle as my small moment and then I will
brainstorm details: At the Stone Zoo, I was with my mom and
sisters, it was a big, brown horse with soft hair, I was nervous
at first, it was in the petting zoo area, etc.

We do:

• Students take out their small moments map and choose ONE
of the moments to write about.
• Students will turn and talk to a partner about their small
moment experience. This will get their mind working to
remember details about their small moment.

You do:

• Students will receive and complete the circle map
brainstorming details about their small moment.

Anchor charts:

Planning & editing:

Publishing templates:

we can create
AN ALL
ABOUT BOOK

A research based project

Created by Susan Jones

In this unit...
Each year my students research animals and create
their own All About Books. This pack guides you stepby-step as you help your kids discover their love for
non-fiction texts and writing. In the end, you have some
adorable and informative books for your students to
keep!

This unit includes
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Letter to the parents
Animal category cards
Fact collection sheets
Adding captions
Daily lesson plans
Publishing pages
Editing checklist
Teacher rubric

Teacher tips:
Grouping:
 In my groups, I have anywhere between 2-5 children per
animal. My students complete their All About Books individually,
but I always have them get ideas and help one another
throughout the research project.
 Think about your struggling readers when assigning groups! I
like to make sure mine are with a strong reader who can help
them out when I am conferencing.

Organization:


I have each student keep a file folder with all their complete
and incomplete rough drafts in them. While conferencing,
students bring their folders to me and we go through each
page together and make corrections before they start on
their final drafts.
Lesson Layout:
I do:

• Includes teacher modeling and explains the
nonfiction text feature of the day.

We do:

• Students practice the skill with a partner or with
guidance from the teacher

You do:

• Students independently put that skill to use in their
own writing

Day 6:

How To Page

I do:

• Let students know that a how to page is a fun, informative
way to teach people about your animal!
• Give students examples of some how to topics they could write
about:
• How to save the whales
• How to feed a snake
• How to swim safely with sharks
• How to wash a dog
• Model brainstorming three different steps for your own how
to writing page, “how to catch a frog” and be sure to
emphasize that transition words are needed in the steps.
• Model writing the three steps on the how to page (First, find a
pond because that’s where some frogs live. Next, grab a net
and sneak over to the pond very quietly. Finally, when you see
the frog, quickly put the next over him and gently pick him up.)
• Also model drawing a sketch in each illustration box that
matches the words. (to save time, you may only do one of the
sketches)

We do:

• Students will turn and talk to a partner, sharing what they will
write their how to about and the three steps they will include.

You do:

• Students will receive their own how to page, write their
directions, and sketch their illustrations before adding their
rough draft to their folder.

Day 7:

Different Kinds

I do:

• Explain to students that they will be making a “different kinds”
page today to show some other types of their animal or animal
category.
• Give students examples of different kinds:
• Different kinds of whales
• Different kinds of sea animals
• Different kinds of farm animals
• Different kinds of endangered animals
• Model brainstorming different kinds of animals that live in a
pond or different kinds of amphibians.
• Model completing the different kinds page with the different
animals and sketches.

We do:

• Students will turn and talk to a partner, sharing what type of
different kinds page they will complete and what animals will
belong on it.

You do:

• Students will receive their own different kinds page and
complete it independently.

Students learn the
non-fiction text
features:

Students Write, Edit,
Revise & Publish:

A look at the finished
product:

A look at the finished
product:

we can write

OUR OPINIONS!
A fun writing unit for K-2

Created by Susan Jones

In this unit...
My students LOVE to share their opinions don’t yours?!
This unit teaches students to differentiate between fact
and opinion, to respectfully share their opinions and
provide reasoning for them. Students also practice being
persuasive by writing fun, persuasive letters at the end
of this unit.

This unit includes

 Anchor charts for:
 Opinion
 Fact
 Persuade
 OREO writing
 Teacher tips
 Daily Lesson Plans
 Fact/opinion sort to help students identify the
difference
 Would you rather? Mix-n-match opinion game
 Opinion writing prompts with graphic organizers
 Persuasive letter templates and ideas
 Editing & Revising Sheets
 Grading Rubric

Teacher tips:
Organization:


For each of my writing units, I give my students a folder to
work out of. We keep our rough drafts and completed
papers in that folder for reference until our opinion writing
unit is complete and we move onto something else.
Lesson Layout:
I do:

• Includes teacher modeling and explanations of daily
activity

We do:

• Students practice the skill with a partner or with
guidance from the teacher

You do:

• Students independently put that skill to use in their
own writing

Game: Would You Rather?
Pass out one card to each student. Students will mix around the
room and pair up with another classmate. Each student will have to
answer their “would you rather?” question and provide at least
one reason why. When finished, students will trade cards, mix
around the room, and find another partner.
This fun game will help students get used to providing reasons to
support their opinions!

Day 4:

Reasons & Examples
• Explain to students that after we state our opinions we must
give reasons and examples to support our opinions! – *I always

teach these to my first graders together, although feel free
to split this lesson into two days, one for reasons and one for
examples, I just feel they go hand in hand for my young
learners.*

I do:

• Using the paper I began yesterday, I show students how to
add some reasons/examples to my opinion to help support it.
• Reason: It is too hot in Disney World!
• Example: I went last year and I was so sweaty and
uncomfortable.
• Reason: There are too many crowds.
• Example: All the people made for really long lines at the rides
and restaurants.

We do:

• Have students think about their opinion paper they started
yesterday. Have them share 1 reason and 1 example to support
their opinion with a partner.

You do:

• Students will take out their opinion paper and add some
reasons and examples independently. (I like to encourage my
students to think of 3 reasons and examples, if possible)

Anchor charts, activities and
games to differentiate fact
from opinion:

Prompts and letters for opinion
and persuasive writing!

